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About this Document
Deer Valley Unified School District is committed to a
culture based on the principles and practices of
continuous improvement, which embodies
performance excellence and high expectations for
students and staff. The 2018-2023 Blueprint to
#Extraordinary strategic plan is our stake in the
ground. This document contains the most
important work our DVUSD community needs to
accomplish for the long term success of our
children.
The designers of our strategic plan are the many
stakeholders who gave us their insights, opinions,
and time. Additionally, information was gathered
during the AdvancED accreditation process which
provided an opportunity for rich reflection and data
analysis.
This plan will serve as the anchor for campus and
department work as they align their improvement
plans to these initiatives. DVUSD’s purpose is to
make a difference for our students, staff, and
community by unlocking potential and creating
lasting value. We deliver on this purpose via our
core values, vision, and mission. The strategic plan
is organized into four key strategic priority areas;
Excellence in Student Learning, Excellence in
Workforce Performance, Excellence in Stakeholder
Relationships, and Excellence in
Organizational Improvement and Accountability.
Each priority area contains a goal statement,
rationale, objectives, and outcome measures.
DVUSD students deserve the best. We are
confident that our DVUSD community, by working
together, will achieve these rigorous goals and
prepare our students for their successful futures
that lie ahead.
“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”
Nelson Mandela

DEAR TEAM DVUSD,
I am excited to present the Deer Valley Unified School District 2018-2023 Strategic Plan: Blueprint to
#Extraordinary. This plan has been built on the impressive legacy of our school district while providing
new direction for the future. This process began with a purposeful collection of stakeholder input focused
on a revision of our strategic plan. We engaged students, parents, teachers, principals, business partners,
higher education, faith-based communities, and central office staff in opportunities to give input on
DVUSD priorities for the future. Additionally, this year DVUSD participated in a full AdvancED accreditation
review process that included a comprehensive needs assessment, stakeholder surveys, and an external
review. Feedback from this process informed priorities for our new strategic plan. The purpose of this
extensive data gathering was to gain an understanding of the strengths and needs of the district from the
perspective of its internal and external stakeholders. This blueprint captures those perspectives and
translates them into a set of informed top priorities that will anchor DVUSD continuous improvement
efforts.

We are deeply committed to moving DVUSD forward together. The Blueprint to #Extraordinary sets forth
a shared vision that is purposeful and directed toward setting higher standards for our students and
ourselves, always driven by values of excellence. Just as important as setting the direction, the Blueprint
to #Extraordinary holds all of us accountable to measurable objectives that will drive student success now
and in the future. Our goal metrics are a combination of qualitative, quantitative, and perceptual data.

The achievements of this plan will continue to rest on sustained community engagement and continuous
improvement progress checks. We will improve performance across the district and successfully navigate
the future needs of our students. I hope you share in my enthusiasm as we continue moving forward and
working together with our amazing students, outstanding staff, and engaged community.

Sincerely,

Curtis Finch PhD
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CORE VALUES
DVUSD core values drive our culture and answer the question, “How do we want to act,
consistent with our mission, along the path toward achieving our vision?” Core values are at the
heart of our culture because they are levers that drive us toward achieving our shared vision.

R espect
We treat
each other
with dignity.

RAISE the Bar of #Extraordinary!
S tudentA ccountability I ntegrity

E xcellence

Driven

We fulfill our
commitments.

We are
honest and
ethical.

We put
students
first.

We strive to
be
extraordinary.

Motto: #Extraordinary
VISION: Our VISION captures the future we seek to create for our students.
Graduating lifelong learners who will successfully compete, lead, and positively impact the
world.

MISSION:

Our MISSION explains our fundamental purpose as an organization.
It is our mission to provide extraordinary educational opportunities to every learner.

DVUSD Strategic Priority Areas

1
Excellence in
Student
Learning

3
Excellence in
Stakeholder
Relationships
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DVUSD will raise student
academic achievement and
social emotional learning to
prepare our graduates for
college and careers.

DVUSD will strengthen the
collaboration of students,
families, employees,
Governing Board, and
community members to
ensure all efforts are invested
in the success of our students.

2
Excellence in
Workforce
Performance

4
Excellence in
Organizational
Improvement
and
Accountability

DVUSD will hire and retain
talented staff and embed
high-quality, collaborative
professional development to
continuously increase
workforce capacity and
engagement.
DVUSD will operate highly
effective organizational
systems that are committed
to continuous improvement
practices and accountability.

DVUSD 2018-2023 Strategic Plan

INTERNAL OVERSIGHT
DVUSD oversight consists of a shared commitment to continuous improvement and a
change management system.


Every fall, the Strategic Plan Steering Committee, composed of representative
stakeholders, will convene to assess the progress on strategic goals according to the
key measures. The Data Analysis Organizational Improvement Department will provide
the Strategic Plan Steering Committee with relevant district and school data aligned to
the strategic goals. The Strategic Plan Steering Committee will track progress and make
recommendations for improvement.



Every spring, the Strategic Plan Steering Committee will forward recommendations for
improvements or adjustments to the superintendent and executive cabinet for approval
and implementation.

EXTERNAL OVERSIGHT
In addition to internal oversight, DVUSD utilizes three external organizations to provide
feedback and guidance for our continuous improvement plans. (Logos are hyperlinked)

AdvancED is an international organization that is dedicated to advancing the quality of
education for students worldwide. DVUSD received AdvancED systemic accreditation in 2013
and again is awaiting status for 2018. Every five years, DVUSD participates in a full
accreditation review process that includes a comprehensive needs assessment, stakeholder
surveys, and an external review exit report.

Southwest Alliance for Excellence (SWAE) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation that advances
improvement and excellence in organizations, communities, and individuals throughout
Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. SWAE provides DVUSD with comprehensive, cost-effective
performance evaluations with extensive feedback based on the Malcolm Baldrige Criteria.

Arizona Department of Education (ADE) provides oversight with submitting applications for
state and federal funding and making amendments to district and school continuous
improvement plans. ADE provides monitoring and guidance to ensure DVUSD’s comprehensive
needs assessment aligns with improvement plans and budget expenditures.
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Graduating lifelong
learners who will
successfully
compete, lead, and
positively impact the
world.

Strategic Priority

RAISE the Bar of #Extraordinary!
R espect

A ccountability

I ntegrity

S tudent- Driven

E xcellence

We treat each
other with dignity.

We fulfill our
commitments.

We are honest
and ethical.

We put
students first.

We strive to be
extraordinary.

It is our mission to
provide
extraordinary
educational
opportunities to
every learner.

Priority Objectives

Priority Goal

A. Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS)

1
Excellence in
Student Learning

DVUSD will raise student
academic achievement and social
emotional learning to prepare
our graduates for college and
careers.

Increase the academic achievement and growth for every student by expanding and solidifying consistent MTSS beliefs and
structures that support differentiated instruction through data-driven decisions.

B. Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and Safe Learning Environments
Provide a safe and orderly environment that focuses on physical, social and emotional support, and growth for every student in
addition to strong campus safety procedures.

C. Future-Ready/College and Career Readiness Skills
Require that students demonstrate future-ready skills that include critical thinking, collaboration, internet literacy, innovation,
and technological fluency.

2
Excellence in
Workforce
Performance

3
Excellence in
Stakeholder
Relationships

4
Excellence in
Organizational
Improvement and
Accountability
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A. Healthy District Culture
DVUSD will hire and retain
Foster a district culture where employees are engaged in their work and have a desire to stay with the DVUSD family.
talented staff and embed highB. Employee Sourcing and Recruitment
quality, collaborative professional
Seek and utilize a wide variety of talent sources to increase candidate pool for current and future vacancies.
development to continuously
C. Employee Development
increase workforce capacity and
Advance organizational learning and development for faculty and staff, create a culture of collaboration and cooperation, and
engagement.
develop a succession and retention plan to sustain effective and efficient functions at all levels.

DVUSD will strengthen the
collaboration of students,
families, employees, Governing
Board, and community members
to ensure all efforts are invested
in the success of our students.
DVUSD will operate highly
effective organizational systems
that are committed to
continuous improvement
practices and accountability.

A. Engagement of Families, Employees, and Community Members
Expand and enhance strategic engagement with DVUSD stakeholders to positively impact the quality of education for our
students.

B. Communication Strategies
Refine communication practices to stay current with the needs of our families and community partners.

C.

Student Enrollment
Reverse negative enrollment trends in DVUSD.

A. Continuous Improvement
Embed behaviors within the organization that focuses on conditions, processes, and practices to improve the DVUSD system.

B. Documented Processes
Establish and maintain reliable, accurate internal processes that increase efficiency and effectiveness.

C.

Plan, Secure, and Allocate District Resources
Secure and deploy tangible and intangible resources in alignment with organizational needs and priorities.

DVUSD 2018-2023 Strategic Plan

PRIORITY 1
Excellence in Student Learning
DVUSD will raise student academic achievement and
social emotional learning to prepare our graduates for
college and careers.

Priority 1 Rationale
DVUSD believes that Excellence in Student Learning is the most crucial component in
preparing students for life after high school graduation. In order to build future-ready skills
that will prepare each student for college and/or career, DVUSD must support an evidencebased model of schooling that uses data-based problem solving to integrate academic and
behavioral instruction and intervention. We believe the most impactful way for schools to
deliver differentiated learning experiences for each student, is through a multi-tiered system
of support (MTSS) that provides evidence-based instruction and data-driven interventions,
centered on student need. DVUSD frames excellent instruction with practices of equity,
development of the whole child and an eye on what the future will demand of our students.
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Priority 1 Objectives
A. Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS)
Increase the academic achievement and growth for every student by e xpanding and
solidifying consistent MTSS beliefs and structures* that support differentiated instruction
through data-driven decisions. (* indicates hyperlink)

Targeted Actions for Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS)
Tier I Instruction
 Raise the quality of effective instruction and reduce the variance among PreK-12 classrooms.
 Guarantee curricular pathways to success through high expectations for all student learning.
 Align instruction and assessment with essential knowledge and skills.
 Ensure essential content, knowledge, and skills are not compromised.
Tier II & III Instruction
 Advance organizational understanding of interventions.
 Establish evidence-based interventions.
 Protect instructional time for intervention.
 Expand early intervention through preschool experiences that promote Kindergarten readiness.
Assessment
 Embed a consistent assessment philosophy and intent.
 Create formative assessments, using district adopted systems to immediately inform instruction
and support student learning.
 Narrow assessments to eliminate redundancy.
 Improve district- wide assessment literacy*, assessment usability, and quality.
Data



Leverage data from district common assessments and school/teacher created assessments to
inform high quality instruction, measure student learning, and direct appropriate interventions
to close achievement gaps.
Foster a problem solving, growth mindset that will lead to continuous cycles of improved
teaching and learning.

Equitable Services for Subpopulations of Students
 Alleviate barriers and ensure students who belong to identified subgroups have equal access to
high-quality district resources and positive opportunities to learn.
 Monitor and reduce disproportionality for the following subgroups: Special Education, Gifted,
Race & Ethnicity, English Language Learners, and Economically Disadvantaged.
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B. Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and Safe Learning Environments
Provide a safe and orderly environment that focuses on physical, social and emotional
support, and growth for every student in addition to strong campus safety procedures.











Targeted Actions for Social and Emotional Learning and Safe Learning Environments
Construct multi-tiered Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports (PBIS)* at every
campus that include PBIS structures, behavioral interventions, a social & emotional
learning programs, and anti-bullying initiatives.
Expand partnerships with mental and behavioral health agencies.
Increase training opportunities for groups of employees who most closely support
students requiring mental health assistance.
Support and enrich extended day/year opportunities, co-curricular, and extracurricular
activities to increase student engagement and foster a stronger student-school
connection.
Foster mentoring programs with proven, research-based practices.
Strengthen school safety through infrastructure improvements, staff training, threat
assessment procedures, and emergency response plans.
Enhance student physical well-being with school based and sponsored health services,
promotion of healthy eating habits, and coordination of prevention training.

C. Future-Ready Learning/College and Career Readiness Skills
Develop and define a technological and global mindset across the organization to give our
students a competitive advantage in advancing future ambitions. (* indicates hyperlink)












Targeted Actions for Future Ready Learning/College and Career Readiness Skills
Support a robust technology infrastructure to ensure high quality, anytime access.
Improve access to technology through Tech Rich* learning environments that support
the integration of digital engagement tools.
Use sound technology pedagogical models to redefine the learning experience.
Increase student agency* over time, place, path, and pace through personalized
learning.
Increase industry credential opportunities and attainment through Career Technical
Education (CTE) programming*.
Increase integration of professional skills* across all content and program areas.
Continue and expand innovative programs.
Increase opportunities for students to acquire languages and cultural knowledge.
Expand opportunities to apply computational thinking to solve complex problems.
Ensure all students have access to post-secondary opportunities.
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The overarching vision is to ensure 100% of DVUSD students are prepared to enter college or a career
path after high school graduation. The following measures provide information about where DVUSD is
beginning the 2018 Blueprint to Extraordinary and the targets for 2023. District schools and
departments will continuously track benchmark and summative results using the district balanced score
cards, performance measure record sheets, school score cards, and school target cards. In some cases,
year one occurs in FY2018 and will establish a baseline metric. Measures marked with an asterisk (*)
indicates baseline was established in FY2017.

Priority 1 Outcome Measures
Priority 1 Outcomes
Improve Multi-Tiered System of Supports
Improve Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and Safe Learning Environments
Improve Future-Ready/College and Career Readiness Skills
1.A. Multi-Tiered System of Supports
Indicator
% AzMERIT ELA Proficiency (3rd-8th)

2018

2023

*60

80

% AzMERIT ELA Proficiency (HS End of Course)

*40

60

% AzMERIT Math Proficiency (3rd-8th)

*59

79

% AzMERIT Math Proficiency (HS End of Course)

*42

62

*69

89

% AIMS Science Proficiency

(4th,

8th

and HS)

30.6

15

Math: 427
ELA: 47

10 students
annually

% change of student enrollment in preschool

2018

TBD

% of kindergarten students indicating a need for intensive support on end of year DIBELS (whole words read)

*22

15

*19

15

*22

15

*26

15

*25.8
*11/ 13/ 27
*90/ 95/ 97
*56/ 56/ 72
*40/ 40/ 55
*32/ 30/ 44
*65/ 70/ 78
*32/29/51
*53/55/70
*7/ 18/ 20
*36/ 37/53

15
 6% annually
95
 4% annually
 6% annually
 6% annually
 4% annually
 6% annually
 4% annually
 6% annually
 6% annually

% of students in the low learning growth category

(4th-11th

ELA and Math)

Number of elementary students (5th-8th) taking AzMERIT End of Course (EOC) Assessments (Acceleration)

% of first grade students indicating a need for intensive support on end of year DIBELS (overall reading
fluency-words correct)
% of second grade students indicating a need for intensive support on end of year DIBELS (overall reading
fluency-words correct)
% of third grade students indicating a need for intensive support on end of year DIBELS (overall reading
fluency-words correct)
% of 3rd grade students minimally proficient on AzMERIT ELA
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations: Special Education (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations:: Gifted (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations:: White (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations:: Hispanic (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations: Black (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations:: Asian (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations: American Indian (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations: Two or more races (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficient on AzMERIT for subpopulations: English Learner (ELA/Math/Science)
% Proficiency on AzMERIT for subpopulations: Economically Disadvantaged (ELA/Math/Science)
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1.B Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and Safe Learning Environments
Indicators
% of students indicating “Hopeful” on the student Gallup Poll (5th-12th grade)
% of students indicating “Engaged” on the student Gallup Poll (5th-12th grade)
% of Tier I PBIS Implementation as measured by the Benchmark of Quality (BOQ) assessment
% of schools with social emotional program in addition to PBIS framework
Number of incidents resulting in students suspended off campus (SOC) per 100 students
Number of days students suspended off campus (SOC) per 100 students
Number of Long Term Suspensions
% of students who agree or strongly agree to “I have a mentor who encourages my development” on the Gallup
Student Poll
% of students who agree or strongly agree to “I feel safe in this school” on the Gallup Student Poll
% of employees who agree or strongly agree to “I am physically and emotionally safe in the workplace” on the
DVUSD Employee Satisfaction survey
% of parents and community members who agree or strongly agree to “My child is physically safe in his/her
school” on the DVUSD Community and Parent Satisfaction survey

2018
46
45
*77
*74
*5.0
*15.8
*133

2023
56
55
80
100
<2
< 10
5% annually

54

64

70

80

86

95

*88

95

% of exiting seniors who rate their effort in high school as “excellent” or “good” on the senior exit survey

*75

80

Average daily attendance rate (% of students)
Number of schools reducing the rate of chronically absent (more than 10% of school year)
% of student involved in community education programs
% of high school students involved in at least one co-curricular or athletic program during the school year

*94.2
2018
2018
2018

96
37
TBD
TBD

1.C Future-Ready/College and Career Readiness Skills
Indicators
% of students graduating on time (4 years)
Average number of college and career indicator points per senior (gathered in A-F school letter grade process)
% of ACT exams meeting college and career readiness level
% of Advance Placement assessments scoring at 3 or Higher
% of seniors taking and passing at least 1 CTE course during their high school career
% of seniors taking and passing at least 1 dual enrollment course during their high school career
% of seniors taking and passing an online and/or blended course during their school career
% of teachers completing digital certification such as Google and/or Apple certified
% of teachers changing their instructional practices in the classroom from substitution; augmentation to
modification; redefinition (SAMR model) CWT or Apple Survey Tool

2018
*95
*14.1
*43
*71
*59
*40
22
2018

2023
95
15
63
81
79
50

2018

TBD

% of students/ teachers using Canvas/Google classrooms

2018

TBD

Number of disciplinary referrals for “Computer/Network Infraction/Telecommunication Device” infractions per
100 students (digital citizenship)

2018

TBD

Number of seniors obtaining industry certifications

2018

TBD

Number of seniors who obtain the seal of bi-literacy
% of high school students taking and passing a world language class
% of change in student enrollment in ROTC
% of change in student enrollment in CTE signature programs: BGHS - Architectural Drafting, Culinary Arts, and
Law Enforcement
% of change in student enrollment in CTE signature programs: BCHS – Engineering
% of change in student enrollment in CTE signature programs: DVHS – Hospitality, Nursing, and Sports Medicine
% of change in student enrollment in CTE signature programs: MRHS – Bioscience, Engineering, and Future
Teachers’ Academy
% of change in student enrollment in CTE signature programs: SDOHS – Interior Architectural Design and Sports
Medicine

2018
2018
2018

TBD
TBD
TBD

2018

TBD

2018
2018

TBD
TBD

2018

TBD

2018

TBD
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50
TBD

PRIORITY 2
Excellence in Workforce Performance
DVUSD will hire and retain talented staff and embed
high-quality, collaborative professional development to
continuously increase workforce capacity and
engagement.

Priority 2 Rationale
Excellence in Workforce Performance begins with a healthy district culture that is supportive
of all of our employees. Organizational culture is the foundation of employee engagement,
empowerment, and motivation. To create a strong internal culture, national research
supports the following: create a trusting environment, establish a shared vision, create a
collaborative culture, expect high expectations, and embed continuous improvement and
support. Creating loyal relationships with employees keeps operations steady, prioritizes
long-term success, and preserves priceless institutional knowledge. Employee development
at all levels is imperative because it supports our employees with the enhancement of
personal skills, acquiring new knowledge, and personal fulfillment. By providing
opportunities for growth and development, DVUSD improves the quality of our employees'
work experience and realizes the benefits of developing workers to their full potential.
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Priority 2 Objectives
A. Healthy District Culture
Foster a district culture where employees are engaged in their work and have a desire to stay with
the DVUSD family.





Targeted Actions for Healthy District Culture
Develop a variety of methods to analyze organizational culture and climate.
Develop infrastructure to support DVUSD cultural norms and core values.
Build employee recognition programs that align with research-based employee engagement
strategies.

B. Employee Sourcing and Recruitment
Seek and utilize a wide variety of talent sources to increase candidate pool for current and
future vacancies.






Targeted Actions for Employee Sourcing and Recruitment
Evaluate and expand district and on-site recruitment efforts.
Evaluate workforce market needs for employment branding.
Identify and expand strategies to address future workforce shortages.
Remain competitive with salary and benefit packages for all employee groups.

C. Employee Development
Advance organizational learning and development for faculty and staff, create a culture of
collaboration and cooperation, and develop a succession and retention plan to sustain effective and
efficient functions at all levels.







Targeted Actions for Employee Development
Provide learning opportunities for all employee groups.
Identify and develop leadership talent at every level of the organization.
Support a framework, including sufficient time, for collaborative teams to promote the
exchange of information about best practices, achievement, and innovations.
Implement well-defined and documented system for all employee groups that promotes
reflective practices and maximizes performance improvement.
Effectively on-board new employees systemically throughout the entire organization.
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Priority 2 Outcome Measures
Priority 2 Outcomes
Strengthen a Healthy District Culture
Improve Employee Sourcing and Recruitment
Improve Employee Development
2.A Healthy District Culture
Indicators
% Classified Employee Retention on same campus / within DVUSD
% Certified Employee Retention on same campus (non-Title I campuses)/ within DVUSD
% Certified Employee Retention on same campus at Title I campuses/ within DVUSD
% Administrator Employee Retention
% Exempt Employee Retention
% Teacher Retention – New to the profession
% Teacher Retention – New to DVUSD
Average Years of Teacher Experience
District Office Employee Net Promoter Score “On a scale of zero to ten, how likely are you to recommend this
district as a place to work?”
School Employee Net Promoter Score “On a scale of zero to ten, how likely is it you would recommend your
school as a place to work?”
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Overall I am satisfied with my job” on the DVUSD Employee
Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I see myself working at DVUSD 2 years from now” on the DVUSD
Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I am valued by my principal/supervisor” on the DVUSD Employee
Satisfaction Survey

2018
*72/81
*83/88
*73/84
*82
*85
*91
*75
*12.4

2023
85/90
85/90
85/90
90
90

14

30

12

30

81

91

81

91

85

90

2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

2023
100
100
100
TBD

2018

2023

82

90

81

90

*47

 5% annually

80

90

2018

TBD

85

90

87

95

86

90

NTP: 99
NTD: 90

95

90
85
15

2.B Employee Sourcing and Recruitment
Indicators
% of certified teacher positions filled by the first day of school
% of certified special education teacher positions filled by the first day of school
% of classified positions filled by the first day of school
% of salary and benefit spending relative to comparable districts
2.C Employee Development

Indicators
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I am satisfied with our efforts to establish and maintain a collaborative
culture” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I am supported with professional development/training” on the DVUSD
Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “Early release professional development days foster
improved learning in my child’s classroom” on the DVUSD Parent Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “The process of my evaluation helps me grow and develop in my role at
DVUSD” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employee groups with a recent review of a well-defined evaluation system
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “School leaders show appreciation for success in teaching or
administration” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Performance is assessed objectively” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction
Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Teachers and staff receive feedback that can help them improve” on the
DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of newly hired certified employees satisfied with the support receive during their first year with DVUSD as indicated
on the New Hire End of Year survey (New to Profession (NTP)/New to DVUSD (NTD)
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PRIORITY 3
Excellence in Stakeholder
Relationships
DVUSD will strengthen the collaboration of students,
families, employees, Governing Board, and community
members to ensure all efforts are invested in the success
of our students.

Priority 3 Rationale
The partnership of families, educators, and community members to assure that all students,
Pre-K to high school, have the support and resources they need to succeed in school and in
life. Engagement of our DVUSD stakeholders is key to the long term success of the district.
Families initially engage with DVUSD by choosing our district for their children. Satisfied
parents lead to strong retention which increases enrollment and the economic stability of
DVUSD. Strong, reciprocal stakeholder engagement is fueled by a solid communication plan
that continually evolves to meet the needs of our community. Communication becomes high
impact when it encourages positive collaboration, focuses on a shared vision, and involves
stakeholders in meaningful decision making.
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Priority 3 Objectives
A. Engagement of Families, Employees, and Community Members
Expand and enhance strategic engagement with DVUSD stakeholders to positively impact the quality
of education for our students.

Targeted Actions for Engagement of Families, Employees, and
Community Members





Increase employee, family, and community perception of DVUSD climate and culture.
Raise the standards of internal and external customer service.
Increase opportunities for all stakeholders to have the opportunity to influence decision-making
processes and decisions at the school and district level.
Nurture engagement opportunities for our families and stakeholders to promote reciprocal
partnerships.

B. Communication Strategies
Refine communication practices to stay current with the needs of our families, employees, and
community partners.

Targeted Actions for Communication Strategies



Develop and deploy a communication plan that includes: expanding social media strategies,
increasing quality school-to-home communications, and increasing information access for all
district residents.
Cultivate internal communication strategies that contribute to greater understanding of current
district financial status, academic achievement, and knowledge of organizational direction.

C. Student Enrollment
Reverse negative enrollment trends in DVUSD.

Targeted Actions for Student Enrollment




Expand communication and marketing efforts targeting parents of 3-5 year olds to increase
Kindergarten enrollment rate.
Grow outreach to increase recapture rate in DVUSD schools.
Research and deploy strategies to decrease families choosing charter schools and leaving
DVUSD.
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Priority 3 Outcome Measures
Priority 3 Outcomes
Improve Engagement of Families, Employees and Community Members
Improve Communication Strategies
Increase Student Enrollment
3.A. Engagement of Families, Employees and Community Members
Indicators
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “The District usually exceeds my
expectations” on the DVUSD Parent and Community Satisfaction Survey.
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “I am confident the Governing Board is
in tune with the needs of the community” on the DVUSD Parent and Community Satisfaction Survey.
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “I am satisfied with DVUSD’s efforts to
achieve excellence in stakeholder satisfaction and engagement” on the DVUSD Parent and Community
Satisfaction Survey.
Parent Net Promoter Score (NPS) – “How likely is it that you would recommend your child’s school to a
friend or colleague?”
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “I receive a high level of customer
service from the front office staff at my child’s school” on the DVUSD Parent and Community Satisfaction
Survey.
% of schools with a parent serving on the Campus Improvement Team
% of stakeholder groups represented on district committees

2018

2023

*51

61

*41

51

*65

75

*14

30

*83

90

*42
*81

100
95

2018

2023

*71

81

80

90

80

90

89

90

83

90

39

59

2018
-.6
0

2023
>0
>0

*1,188

0

*88

90

3.B Communication Strategies
Indicators
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “The District office communicates effectively
with parents and community members” on the DVUSD Parent and Community Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “The District office leadership communicates effectively with
DVUSD employees” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “My school administrative team communicates effectively with
teachers and staff” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “My school administrative team communicates effectively with
parents and community members” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Our department leaders communicates effectively to department
staff” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey
% of employees who indicate they “feel fully informed or adequately informed” on the DVUSD Employee
Satisfaction Survey
3.C Student Enrollment
Indicators
% of change in total student enrollment (100th day)
% of change in Kindergarten enrollment (100th day)
Number of student indicating leaving DVUSD to attend charter, private or on-line school as indicated on the
entry/exit data report.
% of student stability district-wide (students who stay enrolled in the same school for entire school year)
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PRIORITY 4
Excellence in Organizational
Improvement and Accountability
DVUSD will operate highly effective organizational
systems that are committed to continuous improvement
practices and accountability.

Priority 4 Rationale
Effective, systemic continuous improvement is a fundamental component in highly effective
organizational systems. Continuous improvement efforts establish short-term actions that
result in the attainment of long-term goals. As an organization, DVUSD recognizes
opportunities for sustainable improvements, implements strategies, measures the impact,
and shares the knowledge to benefit our learners. An organizational mindset of continuous
improvement furthers efforts of increasing effectiveness and efficiency, opens opportunities
for time and cost savings that benefit our classrooms, increases employee satisfaction, and
secures organizational resources for our future.
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Priority 4 Objectives
A. Continuous Improvement
Embed behaviors within the organization that focuses on conditions, processes, and
practices to improve the DVUSD system.




Targeted Actions for Continuous Improvement
Nurture a continuous improvement mindset that emphasizes recognizing opportunities
for improvement, implementing them, measuring the impact, and sharing the
knowledge.
Utilize data collection and analysis to guide planning and implementation of continuous
improvement efforts.

B. Documented Processes
Establish and maintain reliable, accurate internal processes that increase efficiency and
effectiveness.






Targeted Actions for Documented Processes
Decrease variance in organizational systems through inter-department collaboration to
strengthen support for campuses.
Establish a systemic framework for data analysis.
Preserve institutional knowledge through well documented processes and procedures.
Remain compliant and current with federal and state direction.

C. Plan, Secure, and Allocate District Resources
Secure and deploy tangible and intangible resources in alignment with organizational needs
and priorities.







Targeted Actions for Plan, Secure, and Allocate District Resources
Increase efficiency and effectiveness by benchmarking against local, state, national and
international industry standards.
Evaluate district-wide programs to determine if the program is producing expected
outcomes, gain better understanding of the program impact, improve delivery
mechanisms, and determine fiscal impact.
Secure voter-approved initiatives.
Allocate resources to create equitable conditions for all students.
Uphold safe, well-maintained, and modernized school facilities and embed reliable
technology infrastructure.
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Priority 4 Outcome Measures
Priority 4 Outcomes
Increase Continuous Improvement
Improve Documented Processes
Plan, Secure and Allocate District Resources

4.A Continuous Improvement
Indicators
% of Campus Improvement Plans (CIP) and Department Improvement Plans (DIP) that are current.
% of key student outcomes successfully achieved by schools as indicated by school target cards.
% of Balanced Scorecard indicators that showing improved trend
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I am supported in the implementation of continuous
improvement practices” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey.
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “How helpful is your SLO/IPP with continuous improvement” on
the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey.
% of schools earning an A or B letter grade from Arizona Department of Education

2018
100
2018
2018

2023
100
TBD
TBD

82

90

28

50

87

100

2018
88
*0

2023
100
0

Indicators
% of total operational spending used for instruction, instructional support or student support

2018
71.2

Energy Efficiency measure kWh per square foot for all campuses

*11.3

% of financial stress indicators rated high by the Auditor General Classroom Spending Report
% of cost measures rated high or very high by the Auditor General Classroom Spending Report
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “I am satisfied with our efforts to achieve excellence in
organizational effectiveness and efficiency” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey.
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Our department’s organizational structure facilitates efficient
work flow, information sharing, and decision making” on the DVUSD Employee Satisfaction Survey.
% of employees who agree/strongly agree to “Our district office leadership is fiscally responsible” on the DVUSD
Employee Satisfaction Survey.
% of parents and community members who agree/strongly agree to “The district uses money effectively” on the
DVUSD Parent/Community Satisfaction Survey.
# of targeted programs and services evaluated with a specific outcome meeting the objective of the evaluation
completed annually.

16.7
*33

2023
 comps
1%
annually
0
0

75

85

81

90

77

87

*41

 5%
annually

0

2

4.B Documented Processes
Indicators
% of Administrative Management Guidelines (AMG) updated within 24 months.
# of audit findings and questioned costs recorded in the Single Audit Report Package (annual report)

4.C Plan, Secure, and Allocate District Resources
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